
Erasmus + “Open your minds through games” 

  

Questionnary & reporting results after 1st game 

The polls were conducted with 472 children, parents and all teachers working on 

the project   

 

1. Poll children   

-Kids, how much do you like our games  

The result of the poll conducted with the children  

68  % -like the games very much 

14%- like the games  

18% - do not like the games 

   

 

       

 

  

2. Poll  parents 
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The result of the poll conducted with the parents 

 - Are you familiar with the Erasmus program project?  

100%-yes 

  

- How did you find out about him 

 From schools and Especially Lale Kindergarten 

 my cousin had gone abroad as a result of the Erasmus project. 

 Our school project 

 Our teacher 

 Yararli ve dusunmeye tesfik edici 

 Lale Kindergarten and Our Teacher  

 I learned from social media TV ,internet and Lale Kindergarden    teachers and administrators 

involved in this project. 

Internet and Lale Kindergarten 

Sincan Lale Anaokulu and internet 

School 

Via school manegement. Also, l myself, implemented an Erasmus Plus Project 

Very good, very funny, very intelligent, very vrry analysis 

Very analysis, consumer item, personel vonfidence 

Very self confidence. Very bright 

Very excellent, very good, very succeaful 

Very nice and good child 

Sincan Lale School 

I enjoyed it very much 

through school 

our kindergarden  
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 - What is your opinion about the project and the benefits to your child:  

90%- parents think the project will be useful for children 

  

 

3.Poll  teachers  

 

- Please rate some of the game items  

  

evaluation 0low rating 1high evaluation 2highly praised 

 

  

Understanding 

of children 

 32% 68% 

 

 

  

 Game quality 

 48% 52% 

  

 

 Benefits for 

children from 

games 

   

 28% 72% 

 

   

Compliance 

 12% 88% 
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with lotto rules 

  

   

  

Total utility for 

you 

 15% 85% 

 

  

  Total utility 

from contact 

with partners 

 

 32% 68% 

 

 Have you encountered any difficulties playing games with children? 

 For the game all was OK,  

What do you think should be changed to improve work on the activities / games in the 

project? 

Maybe we had to have more time to play with them, in order to be able to exploit all the 

differents pictures. 

 In our group, the age of children is small, not everything was clear, children forget the names. 

There were no difficulties, but preliminary work was required to explain to the children the 

meaning of the pictures on the lotto. 

No, there were no difficulties, the children immediately understood the rules of the game and 

observed them. Children observed the rules, participated in the games. It took a preliminary 

preparation for the game, it took more time. 

It is difficult for young children to remember artists, paintings, dishes. 

No difficulties arose. The game is accessible, useful, interesting. 

What do you think should be changed to improve work on the activities / games in the 

project? 

Developed clear recommendations in the compilation of games. 

As many games as possible, with the help of which children get acquainted with different 

countries. 
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In my opinion, nothing needs to be changed, everything is already excellent. The game is 

good at work. It is desirable to increase the size of the lotto, it is more convenient to watch 

and play. Diversify game methods, add to the game video acquaintances with countries. 

Increase the number of games for the project. 

I propose to increase the quality and quantity of illustrations - pictures for lotto. 

The game is interesting. Thank you for the opportunity to play. 

Large and bright illustrations are needed for children. 

   

 

4.Level of competencies in the children participating in the project / assessment 

by the teachers in the groups / 
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